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For your family's enjoyment, we present:

The Daffidillio Dispatch
ATTENTION!
By W. Thornbyrd

Chopcrock Forsyth III is not
doing well, he has yet to do
any writings; however he has
found his United States of
America Naval hat, which
was quite a feat. It was
discovered while he was on a
cleanup expedition in the
caverns of Bunk Cave! His
fellow compadres, Twinkle
Tootsie and Cecil Twining,
are finding this expedition
quite trying; entertaining at
moments, which exasperate
them, and are struggling with
their own Deep Cave
Cleanup. •

A BREAKFAST
CATASTROPHE
By C. Twining

This Wednesday morning,
Cecil Twining and Twinkle
Tootsie, being first to awake,
made themselves breakfast.
As there was no casserole to
be found, they had to settle
for tea and toast. Twinkle’s
toast was done first, and he
tried to spread butter on it.
The butter was cold, and
wouldn’t spread as nicely as
Twinkle liked, so he told Cecil
that he had seen his friend
Whitney Thornbyrd put the
butter in the microwave for
thirty seconds. Cecil asked if

he was quite sure it was
thirty seconds, and he said
Yes, Whitney put it in for
fifteen seconds once, and then
fifteen seconds again. Of
course the math came out
right, so they tried it. When
Cecil took the butter out of
the microwave, he beheld the
two pats sagging in the middle
and quite melted on the
bottom side. “Quick!” his
friend Twinkle said, “let us
put it into the freezer so it
will harden again!” They did
so, right after Twinkle
hurriedly applied butter to his
now lukewarm toast. Not
long after, Whitney awoke.
They told their friend about
the mishap. Whitney told
them that he had not put the
butter in for thirty seconds,
but much less time than that,
using five second increments.
Now our friends know better,
and Cecil will be more careful
before listening to his chum
Twinkle in matters like these.

TO BROADEN YOUR
HORIZONS:
KNITTING
By C. Twining

Knitting is a form of fiber art
that goes so far back in
history, it’s too much trouble
for me to put down a certain
date. However, I was
surprised to find out that it is
not only old crochety ladies
who knit, as the common
myth suggestes, but rather a
wide variety of individuals.
The earliest examples of
knitting are some Egyptian
socks dating from about the
11th century A.D. The people
of Norway seem especially
fond of knitting, which is
useful, since Norway is very
cold, and sheep are in stock.
They teach their children this
craft at the unbelievably
tender age of four. The sailors
are very good at it, since
knitting is really just tying a
series of knots onto two sticks.

A POEM ABOUT MY NEW
EXPERIENCES IN
LITTERBOX TRAINING
by D. PickleHopper

I hop in my box, I start to chew
And then I start to pee and poo.
This is what all bunnies do
Like me! Do you?

I am good at tying knots, and
even better at tying them
onto sticks, but the only way
I can knit is going round in a
circle. That is all on the subject.

HINTS

And whatever you do, whether in
word or in deed, do it all in the name
of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to
God the Father through him.
Colossians 3:17

If C. Twining listened to his
alarm clock, he would have
more time in the day for
enjoyment.

J

POOGE LAND
NOTEBOOK

T. Tootsie & C. Forsyth III
are requested to stick to hard
work in the hot sun till the
container is filled with
greens.

By C. Forsyth III

Pooge Land is very
violent, and my fellow
members think that Pooge
Land is very crazy. I think
that people should use
their imagination.

J

Stubbed toes a problem?
Push chairs in and clean up
floor!

[The tone of this article is
being questioned.]

Advertise here for one cent
per word per single insertion.

As Agatha Swanburne once said,
“Complaining doesn’t butter the biscuit.”
ART WANTED

Experienced illustrator to
submit revolutionary war
based cover for a spy zine.
Selected submission will
be rewarded five dollars
cash. Send your image to
Cecil Twining via e-mail
care of:
daffidispatch@gmail.com

NEEDED

T.Tootsie requests someone
who is kind, loving, selfmotivated, and wellorganized. Enjoys clean,
fresh aromas, has precision
folding skills, and loves the
feel of cotton. Please
contact him through
daffidispatch@gmail.com
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